Central Connecticut State University (CCSU) > A&S Subcommittee

Meeting Minutes Arts and Sciences Curriculum Subcommittee Meeting 11/16/11

In attendance:

Jerry Butler (JB) Art
Mark Jackson (MJ) Biology
Betsy Dobbs-McAuliffe (BD-M) BMS
Steve Watton (SW) Chemistry
Chris Pudlinski (CP) Communication
Reginald Simmons (RS) Criminology
Eleanor Thornton (ET) Design
Nara Mijid (NM) Economics
Paul Karpuk (PK) English
Syed Hyat Finance
Adele Miller (AM) Mathematics
Jakub Kazecki (JK) Modern Languages
Carlotta Parr (CP) Music
Don Adams (DA) Philosophy
Nimmi Sharma (NS) Physics/Earth Sci.
Robbin Smith (RoS) Political Sci.
Lauren Perdue (LP) Psychology
Mary Edmans (ME) Sociology

Also: Mark Jones (History)

Meeting called to order 3:42.

Minutes for 10/19/11. Approved, with addition of Carlotta Parr to attendance list.

Old Business

1. Revision of English BS (Appropriate for certification in elementary education). Rep’d by PK. SEPS had raised issues with wording of some of the requirements, which are to be resolved before next full meeting. RS moved to approve with two changes: (1) "For Certification in Elementary Education, Primary Subject Matter Area in English* (24 credits)" becomes "For Certification in Elementary Education* (24 credits)" and (2) the phrase "SPED 315 is required for certification." is removed. Approved pending minor changes to be resolved before next main meeting.

2 - 7. Modern Languages. Rep’d by JK. Changes intended to facilitate cross-listing of HUM and IS classes, add I designation to IS 230 and remove graduate credit from HUM490 (purview off GS subcommittee). Passed as package.
New Business

1. Rep’d by MJ. Add D-designation to Mark Jackson’s BIO100 and BIO490 (Bioethics) courses. A&S to consider appropriateness of content as A&S offerings, GenEd will consider D-designation. Passed as package.

3.4. Change in prerequisites for CRM 260, CRM 364. Passed as package.

Meeting Adjourned 4:20